Fall camping time is here. Time to cook out.
Coleman® has the Cookout Cookbook & Meal Planner app from the Apple store to
help you prepare meals during the busy camping and cook out season. Based on toprated recipes by Coleman®, the Cookout Cookbook & Meal Planner application allows
users to find the perfect meal based on food type, category, and ingredients. Rank
your favorite recipe for kids, best dessert or ideal recipe for the boat.

Make and plan the perfect meal.
Users can search for a recipe based on the type of food and
ingredients necessary to make the perfect meal. This is the first
application that allows users to plan meals for an entire
camping trip. Pick the number of days and campers and let
the application do the rest. Generate shopping and equipment
lists so you never forget an essential ingredient at home. Special
events are no problem for the application as users can organize
recipes into lists tailored to unique days like having a camping
party.

Making cooking and shopping easy.
Using the Coleman® recipe card system, you are given handy
ingredients and cooking times to guide their cook out experience.
Ingredients can be easily compiled and put into shopping lists to
guide grocery purchases and makes cook outs more fun and
easy to plan. Save time by preparing steps at home!
Available from the Apple Store.
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This Provincial Parks Visitor’s Guide App is here to help you plan your
next camping vacation or recreational adventure in BC Provincial
Parks. With over 200 locations featured, the Go Camping BC App
provides updated and comprehensive information and continues
to be your go-to travel companion when visiting BC Provincial Parks.

Features
-Park locations on maps
-Reservation information
-Park service icons definitions
-Driving directions to the parks

-Park Facility Operator information
-British Columbia Provincial Park locations
-Loaded with "Must Knows" to help your experience
-View and search amenities and activities available

The Go Camping BC App is your “Must Have” app to locate
beautiful British Columbia Provincial Parks. Learn valuable
information about the parks and what each has to offer.
Once you have decided on your destination, utilize the mapping
feature to get turn by turn driving directions through Maps. If you
are not sure where you would like to go, explore the park listings
with our app search feature. Select the region(s), the types of
amenities, types of activities and see a list of parks that match
your search criteria.
The Go Camping BC App is loaded with useful information on
how to make reservations, renting yurts and cabins and helpful
Must Knows to make your camping experience enjoyable and
safe!
Have questions about a park? Utilize the Park Facility
Operators directory for contact information to get your answers.
See the handy Park Service Icons directory to learn what the
icons represent.
Share the app with friends by email, text, Facebook and Twitter
so they too can enjoy the wealth of information included in this
app. Download the Go Camping BC App now and go camping
in BC today! The Go Camping BC App is a production of BP
Society of Park Facility Operators developed in cooperation
with Accelerate Communications Group Inc. ****Given the
remote location of many BC Parks, coordinates to park entrances
may not always be completely accurate. When you are in the
area please watch for signage.****
Available for free from the Apple Store or on the web.
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What’s that bird? Merlin Bird ID helps you solve the mystery.
First, Merlin asks you a few simple questions. Then, almost like
magic, it reveals the list of birds that best match your description. Pick your bird, then
delve into more photos, sounds, and ID tips about your bird! Merlin is fun and easy to
use—whether you’re curious about a bird you’ve seen once or you’re hoping to
identify every bird that comes to your feeder. The answers are waiting for you with this
free app from the renowned Cornell Lab of Ornithology.

Features
-Created for beginning and intermediate bird watchers,
Merlin identifies the 400 most common bird species in the
United States and Canada (excluding Hawaii).
-Intelligent results. No more scanning through hundreds
of possibilities! Merlin shows the birds near you that fit your
description.
-Customized location and date tools generate best answers
for your neighborhood and time of year.
-Powered by eBird to deliver the most accurate results based
on millions of sightings from bird watchers across North America.
-Enjoy more than 1,000 photos of birds, including males, females,
and juveniles.
-Learn ID tips from Cornell Lab of Ornithology experts.
-Listen to beautiful bird songs and calls from the Cornell Lab’s Macaulay Library.
-It’s all free!
The Cornell Lab of Ornithology’s goal is to help you learn about birds.
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Geocaching is a game that reveals a world beyond the everyday,
where the possibility of a new discovery hides under park benches,
in the forest, and probably a short walk from where you are right now.
The adventure begins by searching for cleverly hidden containers called geocaches.
There are millions of geocaches waiting to be found, scattered throughout more than
185 countries around the world. This free app guides you through the adventure of
finding your first few geocaches. There are tips, hints, and instructions for geocaching as
well as using the app. It is a great App to use to see if you like Geocaching.

Features
-App picks recommended geocaches for beginners.
-In addition to recommended geocaches, the app allows you to see and find nearby
geocaches.
-Tips and instructions guide you through finding a geocache and what to do when you
find it.
-“Live Search” continuously updates nearby geocaches as you move. You also have
the option to Supercharge your geocaching adventures with the official, full-featured
Geocaching App for $9.99. This app has everything you need to find every kind of
geocache and take your geocaching game to the next level.

Features Include
-Access to every type of geocache, including Multi-Caches, Mystery Caches and more.
-Advanced Search tools including Offline Lists, search filters and sorting abilities.
-Search for and log trackables.
-Navigate with preferred maps.
-Upgrade to Geocaching Premium within the app to get access to Geocaching
Premium features like Premium
-Only geocaches and Pocket Queries.
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By Terminal Eleven LL
SkyView® Free brings stargazing to everyone and it's totally free! Simply point your
iPhone, iPad, or iPod at the sky to identify stars, constellations, satellites, and more!

Features
-Simple: Point your device at the sky to identify galaxies, stars,
constellations and satellites (including the ISS and Hubble)
passing overhead at your location.
-Sightings: set reminders for celestial events and plan an
evening stargazing & spotting satellites.
-Augmented Reality (AR): Use your camera to spot objects in
the sky, day or night.
-Sky Paths: Follow the daily sky tracks for the Sun and Moon to
see their exact locations in the sky on any date & time.
-Time Travel: Jump to the future or the past and see the sky on
different dates and times.
-Social: Capture and share beautiful images with friends and
family on social networks.
-Mobile: WiFi is NOT required (does not require a data signal or GPS to function). Take it
camping, boating, or even flying!
-Supports Space Navigator™ binoculars, spotting scope, and telescopes.
What a fun way to teach yourself, your children, your students, or your friends about our
wonderful universe!
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By iNaturalist, LLC
iNaturalist is a place where you can record what you see in nature, meet other nature
lovers, and learn about the natural world.
From hikers to hunters, birders to beach-combers, the world is filled
with naturalists, and many of us record what we find. What if all
those observations could be shared online? You might discover
someone who finds beautiful wildflowers at your favorite birding
spot, or learn about the birds you see on the way to work. If
enough people recorded their observations, it would be like a
living record of life on Earth that scientists and land managers
could use to monitor changes in biodiversity, and that anyone
could use to learn more about nature.

Features
-Record observations with photos and GPS locations.
-Explore observations from around the world.
-Keep track of updates from people you follow.
If you like recording your findings from the outdoors, or if you just like learning about life,
join us!
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By MyNature Inc.
You’ve been there before, fishing a sandy riverbank, hiking over a lush green forest trail,
gliding through a fresh snow fall on a clear crisp winter morning then, there in front of
you a set of tracks. You wonder which way they are heading, what animal was it, was it
just here. Is it a canine, feline, or a bear?
Animal tracks can be found in nearly every square mile of
North America!
-Are you looking for an easy and fun way to identify animal
tracks and scat?
-Did you always wish you knew how to identify tracks you
were finding?
-Do you want to make your time outdoors more educational
and enjoyable? If you answered yes to any of these questions
then MyNature Animal Tracks is the app for you! MyNature
Animal Tracks Features
-A database with 7 search-able track categories, and 5
search-able categories for scat, fully illustrated by size and
shape for quick selection.
-Illustrations of both fore and hind feet, with a complete
description of track measurements, gait patterns used trail
widths and animal life cycles.
-Full color digital images of actual tracks and scat in the wild.
-Gorgeous photos of each individual animal featured.
-Illustrations of the most common gait pattern for each animal.
-Sound files for an example of each animal vocalization.
-Range maps showing each animals distribution across North
America.
-Completely self-contained with no need for a wireless
connection once down loaded.
-Your own Nature Journal for notes, a built in ruler, tracking
tips and much more birds.
Available from the Apple Store for $1.99 or for $2.99
through Amazon.
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